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‹› {{variantCategoryOption.variantCategoryLabel}} {{child.variantCategoryLabel}} {{variantCategoryOption.variantCategoryLabel}} {{child.variantCategoryLabel}} {{variantCategoryOption.variantCategoryLabel}} Built for 24/7, always-on, high-definition security system. With a workload of up to 180 TB/yr1 supported and support for up to 64
cameras, WD Purple devices are optimized for monitoring systems. WD Purple 8TB, 10TB, 12TB, 14TB &amp; 18TB drives are designed to support Deep Learning analytics in AI-capable NVRs, and have an improved workload rate of up to 360 TB/yr The Right Drive for the Job WD Purple drives have been designed specifically for the
extreme demands of high temperature, 24/7 monitoring systems. Performance You can rely on From a world leader in the storage industry, WD Purple is designed for quality video playback when you need it most. Expand Your View to 64 WD Purple devices are optimized to support up to 64 cameras, giving you the flexibility to upgrade
or extend your security system. Seamless integration with a wide range of industry-leading enclosures and chipset supported, you're sure to find the configuration and compatibility that's right for your nvr. Less Is More Low Power Consumption is a must in a high-temperature, always-on monitoring environment. Intelliseek technology helps
reduce harmful ambient noise and vibration. Designed for monitoring WD Purple Drive is designed for both DVR and Nvr security systems, and is compatible with many of the leading monitoring and security manufacturers. We can help you find the perfect storage for your system. 3-year limited warranty each WD Purple device comes
with a 3-year limited warranty, so you can be sure of your surveillance storage. What capacity do you recommend for my monitoring? Use this convenient monitoring compatibility selector to find which WD device is compatible with your Surveillance system. What's the difference between a desktop device and a WD Purple device?
Designed specifically for 24/7 DVR and NVR monitoring solutions, the WD Purple device is optimized with AllFrame™ system playback and performance technology. WD Purple operates support 3x workload scores of desktop devices, making them more capable of handling the higher demands of video surveillance systems. What
capacity do you recommend for my monitoring? With higher-capacity WD Purple devices, you can store more material, more high-resolution video, and more high-quality frames per second. WD recommends 4 TB or larger for your DVR or NVR monitoring solution. Easy backup and upgrade Acronis True Image WD Edition software,
available as a free download, can clone drives and backup your operating system, applications, settings and all your data. WD Purple™ monitoring storage is built to handle up to 64 cameras per device and is designed for 24/7, always on, system with more than eight compartments2. 10 TB , 256 MB , 7200 rpm TB , 256 MB , 7200 rpm
14 TB , 512 MB , 7200 rpm 18 TB , 512 MB , 7200 rpm Workload speed is defined as the amount of user data transmitted to or from the hard drive. Annual workload rate = TB ❯ (8760 / recorded effect on hours). The workload rate will vary depending on your hardware and software components and configurations. For capacities 4TB and
higher. Sold and shipped by: IdeabuyContact Seller130 Rating (93% Positive)Customer ServiceSatisfactory93.10%View All Seller's Reviews ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. The 4TB Purple Surveillance Internal Hard Drive from Western Digital is designed to withstand the stresses placed on it in a 24/7 surveillance system. With support for
up to 32 HD security cameras this 4TB hard drive can hold a large amount of data and allows you to easily upgrade and extend your security system. This WD Purple Surveillance-class hard drive is equipped with AllFrame technology that works with ATA streaming to reduce frame loss, improve playback and increase the number of
supported drive bays. AllFrame reduces video interruptions that typically occur when desktop hard devices are improperly used as storage in security systems. Missed frames and lost images can be a problem when an event occurs and monitoring videos need to be downloaded. WD Purple with AllFrame provides the confidence you
should expect when it's time to play and review critical surveillance footage. FeaturesEngineered specifically for monitoring security systemsEned video frame lossTuned for write-intensive, low-bit-rate, high-power-counting applications typical of most monitoring applicationsPriority write operations for maximized monitoring
performanceSupTLER &amp; ATA streaming support. Built for 24/7 Monitoring Item SpecificationsCacheUp to 128MBCameras SupportedUp to 32 HD Cameras Per DeviceIdeal ForBuilt for Personal, Home Office or Small Business DVR Monitoring SystemInterfaceSATA 6 Gb/sPage 2Show: 15255075100 Sort By: StandardName (A -
Z)Name (Z - A)Price (Low &gt; High)Price (High &gt; Low)Rating (Highest)Rating (Lowest)Model (A - Z)Model (Z - A) The 1TB Purple Surveillance Internal Hard Drive from Western Digital is designed to withstand the stresses placed on it in a 24/7 monitoring system. With support for up to 32 HD security cameras this 1TB hard drive can
hold a large.. $69.99 The 4TB Purple Surveillance Internal Hard Drive from Western Digital is designed to withstand the stresses placed on it in a 24/7 surveillance system. With support for up to 32 HD security cameras this 4TB hard drive can hold a large.. $169.00
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